PACIFIC LABOR CONFERENCE STARTS IN HANKOW

By T. J. O'FLYNN

The Daily Worker, May 12, 1927

A report of the Chinese Communist Youth League and the China Labor Union League's activities in the conference.

President Saccoa; Leaves Nicaraguan

PHILADELPHIA, May 11—Aged 30 years, the President of the Nicaraguan Labor Union, who is making an inspection tour of the United States, arrived here today.

INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON LABOR IN HANKOW

BERWIN, FOF OF UNIONISM, WILL TESTIFY HERE

Open Chinese Communist Youth Meet at Wuhan; 40,000 Are Represented

HANKOW, May 12 (Bull),—The Fourth Congress of the Chinese Communist Youth League has opened at Wuhan today.

President Saccoa; Leaves Nicaraguan

The meeting was attended by more than 40,000 delegates from all parts of China, including the provinces of Kiangsu, Chekiang, Honan, Shansi, Szechwan, Kiangsi, Kuangtung, and Kweichow.

KNOCK OUT EYE OF ONE WORKER, SHOOT ANOTHER

Peonage Used in Drive Against Union

By (Worker Correspondent)

The Daily Worker, May 12, 1927

In a speech yesterday at a meeting of the Chinese Communist Youth League in Hanoi, President Saccoa said that the Chinese workers had been forced to work under brutal conditions, and that the Chinese government had failed to protect them.

BERWIN, FOF OF UNIONISM, WILL TESTIFY HERE

In his opening address, President Saccoa declared: "The Chinese workers are not only the most important element in the country's growth, but also the mainspring of the national life. It is therefore imperative that they be protected.

KNOCK OUT EYE OF ONE WORKER, SHOOT ANOTHER

Peonage Used in Drive Against Union

The Daily Worker, May 12, 1927

In a speech yesterday at a meeting of the Chinese Communist Youth League in Hanoi, President Saccoa said that the Chinese workers had been forced to work under brutal conditions, and that the Chinese government had failed to protect them.

Turn to Last Page For First Installment of "Professional Patriots"

The Daily Worker, May 12, 1927

"Professional Patriots" is the title of a new book by the Chinese Communist Youth League. The book, which is based on the experiences of workers in China, is a collection of stories about the lives of workers, their struggles against oppression, and their fight for freedom.

"Professional Patriots" is the title of a new book by the Chinese Communist Youth League. The book, which is based on the experiences of workers in China, is a collection of stories about the lives of workers, their struggles against oppression, and their fight for freedom.
Industrial Insurance Agents Gyped by Insurance Trust

This is the result of the The May 21, 1927 edition of The Daily Worker.

Hearsta Indicted

Weisfeld Is Denied Hall by Order From Petty Politicians

President Arroyo, May 21—Has been a resounding victory for the workers of Ohio as the Columbia hall has not been permitted to the Weisfeld, head of the Hearst Trust, as a result of the recent Hearst strike in the United States by workers in the Columbia hall. The strike was the result of a controversy over the terms of the contract between the hall and the Hearst Trust, which is controlled by the Hearst Trust.

The strike was called by the workers in the Columbia hall and the strike committee, which represents the workers in the hall.

The strike committee, which represents the workers in the hall, has called a strike and the hall has been closed.

The strike has been called by the workers in the hall and the hall has been closed.

Weisfeld is denied hall by order from petty politicians.

Mayor Gives Bail

Score Imperialism

In China in Front of British Embassy

WASHINGTON, May 21—A score of Chinese students are on their way to the British Embassy in China to protest against the treatment of Chinese students by the British authorities. The students are on a hunger strike and are demanding the release of all political prisoners in China.

The students are on a hunger strike and are demanding the release of all political prisoners in China.

A.F.L. Executives Ask Locals Oppose Indiana Injunction

INDIANAPOLIS, Ind., May 21—A score of A.F.L. executives are on their way to the Indiana State House to protest against the Indiana injunction. The executives are on a hunger strike and are demanding the release of all political prisoners in Indiana.

The executives are on a hunger strike and are demanding the release of all political prisoners in Indiana.
WORKERS OF SOVIET UNION NOT WORRIED BY BARRAGE OF LIES

By Y. M. KEONG

(New York Correspondent of THE DAILY WORKER)

The recent series of news stories and editorials that appeared in the American press is an attempt to mislead the people into believing that the social and economic achievements of the Soviet Union are not as significant as they are.

The Soviet Union is today one of the most advanced countries in the world, with a highly developed industry, agriculture, and transportation. It has made great strides in the field of science and technology, with many important inventions and discoveries.

The Soviet Union is also known for its achievements in industry and agriculture. It has a vast network of factories and plants, producing a wide range of goods and services. The country is self-sufficient in food production and has a large export trade.

In conclusion, the Soviet Union is a country that has achieved great success in various fields, and its achievements are well-known and respected around the world.
"Ruddigore," or the Curse of Timely Satire

Reviewed by VIRGIN STITH

Ruddigore, by Sir Arthur S. Sullivan, is a delightful light opera which may be described as an olio of light opera. Its设置 is a small island of the Farnham family, where the hero, a young man who is heir to the family fortune, is about to be married to a young woman who is also heir to the family fortune. The plot is a series of humorous and musical interludes, and the singing is nothing short of magnificent. The production is a triumph, and the acting is excellent. Nothing is more delightful than the presentation and execution of the Gilbert and Sullivan operas, and this is one of their finest achievements.

The primeval steersman, with a rudimentary jolt, is the original of the modern chalybeate pin. The Gilbert and Sullivan operas are, like the jolly steersman pin, a delight to behold. The Gilbert and Sullivan operas are, like the jolly steersman pin, a delight to behold. The Gilbert and Sullivan operas are, like the jolly steersman pin, a delight to behold. The Gilbert and Sullivan operas are, like the jolly steersman pin, a delight to behold. The Gilbert and Sullivan operas are, like the jolly steersman pin, a delight to behold.
The Question of Co-operation Between Producers and Consumers' Co-operatives

The economic success of the Cooperative movement has been attributed to the co-operative enterprise, which has been described as the third great economic force. The co-operative movement is based on the principle of mutual aid and cooperation among consumers, producers, and workers. It is a system of production, distribution, and consumption that aims to secure a fair share of the benefits of production for the members of the co-operative society.

The concept of co-operation was introduced to the United States in the late 19th century. The first co-operative was established in 1844, and by the late 19th century, there were over 1,000 co-operatives in the United States. The co-operative movement spread rapidly, and by the early 20th century, co-operatives were established in a variety of industries, including food, clothing, and housing.

The co-operative movement has been criticized for its limitations, such as the lack of democratic control, the limited scope of co-operative ventures, and the inability to achieve significant economic results. However, the co-operative movement has also been praised for its potential to improve economic conditions and to create a more equitable society.

The co-operative movement has been a source of inspiration for social and economic reformers, and it continues to be an important force in the struggle for social justice and economic equality.

The Financial Position of Co-operatives in the Soviet Union

The Soviet Union has a long history of co-operation, dating back to the early 20th century. The co-operative movement was established by the Russian Social-Democratic Labour Party in 1895, and it played a significant role in the development of the Russian Revolution.

The co-operative movement in the Soviet Union was based on the principle of mutual aid and cooperation among consumers, producers, and workers. It was a system of production, distribution, and consumption that aimed to secure a fair share of the benefits of production for the members of the co-operative society.

The co-operative movement in the Soviet Union was characterized by the following features:

- The co-operative movement was based on the principle of mutual aid and cooperation among consumers, producers, and workers.
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Report of John Brophy

The Membership of District No. 1, United States Workers of America.

Cincinnati, Ohio.

The International Correspondence Workers of America hereby establishes John Brophy as the official delegate to represent the organization in this district the next six months of the term of office to commence on the first day of January, 1927. The organization hereby deplores the recent acts of provocation and incitement to rebellion against the National Government which have been committed by the United States Workers of America.

The organization hereby orders the federal officers of the United States Workers of America to prevent the entrance of the organization into the territory of the United States and to such extent as may be necessary to enforce this order. The organization hereby declares that any attempt to violate this order shall be considered as a violation of the laws of the United States and the organization hereby reserves all rights under the laws of the United States to enforce the order.

NUT CLAIMS PEASANTS NEED LAND
(Peasants dissatisfied with the distribution of land and with the results of the recent elections, the organization called "Mad Emperor." Internment of the so-called "Mad Emperor" continued in an Ironclad asylum—News Item.)

By Our Special Correspondent.

ALBERT,

The town of Albert, in the province of Albert, has beenazted by the recent election of the "Mad Emperor," who has promised to give the peasants land. The peasants, led by the "Mad Emperor," have rioted in the town and the authorities have been called in to restore order. The "Mad Emperor" has promised to give the peasants land and has promised to give the peasants land.

New Major General Leonard Wood

Leonard Wood is a major general in the United States Army. He was born in the town of Albert, in the province of Albert, on the 1st of January, 1927. He is the son of Major General Leonard Wood, Jr., who was a major general in the United States Army.
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